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Note: This information is the result of carefully executed tests. This Technical Data Sheet has been prepared to the best of our knowledge to provide you with advice when gluing. We cannot be held responsible for the 
results or any damage suffered, as the variety of factors involved (type and combination of materials and working method) are beyond our control. Users have to carry out their own checks and trials. Liability can only be 
accepted for the consistently high quality of our product.

Super Strong and Super faSt all purpoSe adheSive in a 
preciSe diSpenSing SyStem
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APPlicAtion
directions for use:
1. Screw cap all the way down to pierce inner membrane. 2. Remove cap. 3. 
Press black wings slightly to apply the adhesive. Tip: do not press black wings 
before opening. Apply a thin layer of adhesive to one side. Press parts together. 
Glue joint remains adjustable for approx. 20 seconds. Surfaces to be glued 
together must be of exactly the same shape and size, dry and free of dust and 
grease. After use, wipe the applicator tip dry and close firmly. 
stains/residue: Remove wet glue stains immediately with acetone. Hardened 
glue can only be removed mechanically.
Advice: The thinner the glue layer, the faster and stronger the final bond.
Points of attention: Contains cyanoacrylate. Bonds skin and eyelids together 
in seconds. If product comes into contact with the eyes, rinse immediately with 
plenty of water and seek medical advice. In case of contact with skin, glue can 
be dissolved by soaking in warm soapy water. Then apply skin cream. Keep out 
of the reach of children.

cUre times*
drying/curing time: approx. 20 to 60 seconds, which means that fingers 
don’t get stuck immediately.Depending on the materials, UHU All Purpose 
Adhesive Super Strong & Safe forms a strong, reliable bond in 20 seconds to a 
few minutes.
final bonding strength after: approx. 24h (fully stressable)
* Curing time may vary depending on a.o. surface, product quantity used, humidity level and ambient 
temperature.

tecHnicAl ProPerties
temperature resistance: -50°C up to +100°C

tecHnicAl sPecificAtions
Appearance: colourless, clear
chemical base: UHU development - partly consisting of cyanoacrylate
consistency: Gel

storAge conditions
 Store in a dry, cool and frost-free place.

PAck sizes
tube: 7g
dispensing system: 3g
tubes: 3x1g in a box

 

ProdUct descriPtion
UHU All Purpose Adhesive Super Strong & Safe, the super strong and super fast 
adhesive in a precise dispensing system - without bonding fingers immediately. 
The patented formula remains adjustable for approx. 20 seconds and is suitable 
for virtually all flexible, solid, porous and non-porous materials. Withstands 
vibrations and shocks, is flexible, transparent and odourless. Humidity and 
temperature resistant from -50°C to +100°C. 
The patented dispensing system ensures easy and precise application of the 
desired amount of glue, the container is stable and shock resistant. 
The perfect solution for all sorts of small construction projects and repairs.

field of APPlicAtion
Universal - glues porcelain, ceramic, many plastic materials, metal, wood, glass, 
leather, rubber, Styrofoam®, paper, cardboard, and much more. Not suitable for 
leather clothing, textiles, Polythylene (PE) and Polypropylene (PP).

ProPerties
· super strong
· super fast
· adjustable - no immediate finger bonding
· patented formula
· patented dispensing system
· easy, precise application of exact glue amount
· stable, shock resistant container

PrePArAtion
surface requirements: Materials to be glued must be clean, dry and free of 
dust and grease.


